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What did you find? 
Despite being aware of numerous online sources of evidence based practice (EBP) information, SSWs in our 

focus groups described several challenges encountered in their online searches including lack of time for 

searching and sifting through results, not finding what they are looking for, not finding affordable practices, 

and uncertainty about what is evidence-based. As a result of the shortcomings of current online sources, SSWs 

stated that they usually have to use multiple sources to find information and oftentimes have to piecemeal 

interventions to meet their needs. SSWs emphasized the need for websites that are user friendly, thoughtfully 

organized, easily searchable, and provide info about EBPs that are readily available, free/low-cost, and rooted in 

solid empirical support but at the same time not too “academic” in tone or content.  

Why does it matter? 
If we want to increase the use of EBPs in schools, info about best practices has to be easily accessible to the 

practitioners who will use them. Current sources of EBP info are not meeting the needs of busy SSWs and as a 

result, practitioners are tempted to trade credibility (of the source of info) for speed and convenience (many 

SSWs admit to using Pinterest to find EBP info). As researchers we have to do more to get the info from our 

studies into the hands of practitioners. As researchers, choosing to publish in open-access journals is one way 

to do this! 

What’s next?  
We are using the feedback from the SSW focus groups to build and update several resources for practitioners 

including summaries of research relevant to practice in schools (research briefs), re-building a best practices 

database that will link with a free school-wide social-environmental needs assessment (School Success Profile 

2020 to be released March 2020!), and growing the SSW networking platform (Mighty Networks @ 

schoolsocialwork.net) where you can communicate and share expertise with others in the field.  

Why did you conduct this study? 
Like many school social workers (SSWs), I was always frustrated with the available 

sources of information about best practices online. Our research group wanted to 

change that by creating a new online resource for best practice info for SSWs by 

SSWs. This paper documents feedback from focus groups of SSWs about what they 

need and want in online resources about best practices.  


